Average excitation energies from time-dependent density functional response theory.
The authors present an occupation number averaging scheme for time-dependent density functional response theory (TD-DFRT) in frequency domain. The known problem that TD-DFRT within the local (spin) density approximation (LDA/LSDA) inaccurately predicts Rydberg and charge-transfer excitation energies has been reexamined from the methodology of linear response, without explicit correction of the exchange-correlation potential. The working equations of TD-DFRT are adapted to treat arbitrary difference of orbital occupation numbers, using the nonsymmetric matrix form of Casida's formulation of TD-DFRT [M. E. Casida, in Recent Advances in Density Functional Methods, edited by D. P. Chong (World Scientific, Singapore, 1995), Pt. I, p. 155]. The authors' scheme is applied to typical closed-shell and open-shell molecular systems by examining the dependence of excitation energies on the fraction of excited electron. Good performance of this modified linear response scheme is shown, and is consistent with the authors' previous examination by the real-time propagation approach, suggesting that the calculation of average excitation energies might be one of the ways to better decode excitation energies from LDA/LSDA. Different techniques for treating singlet, triplet, and doublet states are discussed.